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Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US. - Low Carbon Solutions – Aviation AB1305
Project Disclosure 2023: Disclosures made pursuant to Section 44475.1 of AB1305

In this document is a list of products followed by Information pertaining to each project or program related to the purchase or use of voluntary carbon offsets bundled with that product.

AeroShell Grease 22
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Grease 22 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Grease 22. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

AeroShell Grease 14
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Grease 14 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Grease 14. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

AeroShell Grease 33
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Grease 33 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Grease 33. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.
**AeroShell Grease 5**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Grease 5 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Grease 5. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Grease 58**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Grease 58 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Grease 58. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Grease 6**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Grease 6 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Grease 6. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Grease 64**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Grease 64 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Grease 64. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Grease 7**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its
AeroShell Grease 7 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Grease 7. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Fluid 31**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Fluid 31 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Fluid 31. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Fluid 4**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Fluid 4 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Fluid 4. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Fluid 41**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Fluid 41 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Fluid 41. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Fluid 61**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Fluid 61 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract
for purchase and sale of AeroShell Fluid 61. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB’s Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

AeroShell LGF
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell LGF will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell LGF. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

AeroShell Compound 07
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Compound 07 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Compound 07. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

AeroShell Fluid 2XN
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Fluid 2XN will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Fluid 2XN. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

AeroShell Smoke Oil
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Smoke Oil will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Smoke Oil. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.
**AeroShell Oil 100**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil 100 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil 100. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil 120**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil 120 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil 120. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil 80**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil 80 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil 80. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil Diesel Ultra**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil Diesel Ultra will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil Diesel Ultra. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil Sport Plus 4**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its
AeroShell Oil Sport Plus 4 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil Sport Plus 4. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil W 100**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil W 100 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil W 100. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil W 100 Plus**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil W 100 Plus will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil W 100 Plus. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil W 120**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil W 120 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil W 120. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil W 15W-50**
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil W 15W-50 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract
for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil W 15W-50. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil W 80**

With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil W 80 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil W 80. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil W 80 Plus**

With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil W 80 Plus will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil W 80 Plus. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Ascender**

With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Ascender will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Ascender. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Turbine Oil 308**

With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Turbine Oil 308 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Turbine Oil 308. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.
AeroShell Turbine Oil 390
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Turbine Oil 390 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Turbine Oil 390. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

AeroShell Turbine Oil 500
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Turbine Oil 500 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Turbine Oil 500. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

AeroShell Turbine Oil 555
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Turbine Oil 555 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Turbine Oil 555. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

AeroShell Turbine Oil 560
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Turbine Oil 560 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Turbine Oil 560. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

AeroShell Turbine Oil 750
With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its
AeroShell Turbine Oil 750 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Turbine Oil 750. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.

**AeroShell Oil 65**

With respect to Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US, the voluntary carbon offsets purchased or used by Equilon Enterprises LLC dba Shell Oil Products US in connection with its AeroShell Oil 65 will be determined after conclusion of the year in which such product was delivered from among the voluntary carbon offsets identified in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table (as such may be updated from time to time), as specified in the relevant contract for purchase and sale of AeroShell Oil 65. The information with respect to such voluntary carbon offsets for purposes of Section 44475.1 of AB 1305 is located in the EPTB's Section 44475 AB1305 Table.